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Clinic Topic: Burying Rigger Mortis   Peter Axelson pax@beneficialdeesigns.com  
1. Fitting and adjustment of the outriggers is important. When sitting vertically in the ski position 

at the skiers side the handle will generally be between the greater trochanter and the wrist of 
the skier with arms straight down to the side. The cuff will be between the elbow and wrist.  

2. Flip to ski should be the default setup of the outrigger. This prevents the outriggers from 
accidently flipping into the crutch position which could be really dangerous while skiing. If the 
outrigger always flips into the ski position, flipping into the crutch position can never happen.  

3. Adjustment of the friction device should be eliminated as quickly as possible to eliminate the 
use of this as a “braking” mechanism. Outrigger users will be taught early on to use supination 
of the wrists with the elbows in tight and the outriggers close to the primary skis, positioned 
between the bindings and the tips of the skis.  

4. Flatland mobility will be taught with the outriggers in the crutch position first without the ski in 
moving initially fore-aft, then moving the foot to simulate edging and pivoting movements. The 
skier will learn to lift themselves with the outriggers as a balance and agility exercise. All 
exercises will then be repeated with the outriggers in the ski position. Then all exercises will be 
repeated with the skier wearing a ski or skis. Catch and release of outrigger reviewed. 

5. .A review of chairlift loading and unloading procedures will cover using the outriggers in the 
crutch position up to the loading plate where they will be flipped into the ski position just prior 
to loading onto the chairlift. For the unload, the skier will punch the outriggers forward as the 
skier stands and continues in a straight run off of the chairlift. 

6. While skiing the outriggers will be used to make sliding movements corresponding to pole 
movements as if they were poles to facilitate timing and movement of the skiers center of mass 
into the direction of a new turn. Reviewing how the outriggers were used during the learning 
process to create differential friction and for balance to an emphasis of using them for timing 
and balance.  

 Examine the skier stance and outrigger usage and make adjustments to the outrigger length as required 

 Extension and projection of the torso will occur in combination with a sliding outrigger movement 

 Drills that finish the turn in a countered position move the inside outrigger in close to the body 

 Slipping fore and aft with outriggers pointed downhill, hockey stops and turns with outriggers up 

 Various drills performed in a corridor, linked hockey stops, slippery slider turns 

 Using outriggers to “blade” with more brake in super deep snow, poor visibility or in crud 

 Using upper body rotation with the outriggers to initiate a turn 

 Movement patterns watched for at a high level, fore-aft movement, flexion and extension movement, lateral 
movement across the ski, tipping of the ski hip to hip, steering the ski thru the turn, weight transfer between the 
outriggers, and a quiet upper body looking downhill 
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